
The 2020 Treasure Hunt!
Answer Key!

http://happinessboard.com/TreasureHunt2020.html 

" On each page, there are pairs of stars that are reflections of each other.!
" Fold the paper so that the stars marked “1” touch.!
" Fold the paper again to match up the stars marked “2” and “3” (and “4,” on page 2).!
" Now, use the arrows marked “N,” “S,” “W,” and “E” to align the four “puzzle pieces.”!
" When properly assembled, the four pieces will reveal the following information:!
!

!

http://happinessboard.com/89_QUIET_LEFT_67.html 

" a diamond in a groove = STYLUS!
" a type of party = PAJAMA!
" an ostentatious display = PARADE!
" matter’s fourth state = PLASMA!
" o# the right path = ASTRAY!
" refuge; shelter = ASYLUM!
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Go to

to continue the hunt!

89_QUIET_LEFT_67.html



(Does this really count as a story?!?  It doesn’t!   LOOK RIGHT!)
http://happinessboard.com/____________________________
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Edric and Brandi are traveling with There was once a family of four (a mom, a dad, and A fairly large group 

of people their mothers when they come to their son and daughter). have lined up to a rickety old rope bridge 

across  a chasm.  The bridge is old and will support no more than two While traveling together, buy tickets for 

a rock adults at a time.  It’s also dark and they came to a wide river concert.  no one has flashlights.  Brandi 

does have with no bridge.  Suddenly, an iPhone with her, but using the flashlight would drain The only help 

available to them was a promoter the battery after just 17 minutes.  Now -- a local fisherman who arrives with 

a free ticket on his own, Edric can cross the bridge in two minutes.  On her own, it will take agreed that he 

would lend them his boat so they could cross which he says Brandi three.  Their moms need the river.  is for 

the first five and six minutes, respectively, to cross the bridge.  But However, the fisherman’s  person in if any 

two of them make the crossing together, the faster person will need to match the slower boat was very small.  

line who has person’s pace It was clear it couldn’t seat more than just a single adult or two the same through 

the entire children.  How can the entire family cross the birthday crossing in order to share the iPhone’s light 

and cross in safety.  How can they river and still return the boat as someone standing earlier in line than him 

or herself.  Where is the best spot in line to all get across the bridge before the iPhone’s charge to the helpful 

fisherman?  stand?  is exhausted?

Edric and Brandi are traveling with their 

mothers when they come to a rickety old rope 
bridge across a chasm.  The bridge is old and 

will support no more than two adults at a time.  

It’s also dark and no one has flashlights.  Brandi 
does have an iPhone with her, but using the 

flashlight would drain the battery after just 17 
minutes.  Now -- on his own, Edric can cross the 

bridge in two minutes.  On her own, it will take 

Brandi three.  Their moms need five and six 
minutes, respectively, to cross the bridge.  But if 

any two of them make the crossing together, the 
faster person will need to match the slower 

person’s  pace through the entire crossing in 

order to share the iPhone’s light and cross in 
safety.  How can they all get across the bridge 

before the iPhone’s charge is exhausted?

There was once a family of 

four (a mom, a dad, and their 
son and daughter).  While 

traveling together, they came 

to a wide river with no bridge.  
The only help available to 

them was a local fisherman 
who agreed that he would lend 

them his boat so they could 

cross the river.  However, the 
fisherman’s boat was very 

small.  It was clear it couldn’t 
seat more than just a single 

adult or two children.  How 

can the entire family cross the 
river and still return the boat 

to the helpful fisherman?

A fairly large group 

o f peop le have 
lined up to buy 

tickets for a rock 

concert.  Suddenly, 
a promoter arrives 

with a free ticket 
which he says is for 

the first person in 

line who has the 
same birthday as 

someone standing 
earlier in line than 

h im or he r se l f .  

Where is the best 
s p o t i n l i n e t o 

stand?

BONUS PUZZLES!

(It is not necessary to solve these puzzles in order to complete the Treasure Hunt.)

http://happinessboard.com/SMARTY.html



http://happinessboard.com/periphery.html 

" The grid on the front of page 2 gets filled in with the letters of the alphabet.!
" However, the letter “U” gets left out of the table (as is hinted at on the back of page 2).!
" " (“Missing a vowel?”  “stale,” “stele,” “stile,” “stole,” and “style” are all words.)!
" !
" The URL clue on the web page can be decoded!
" " by recognizing that each pair of numbers!
" " represents a row and a position within the!
" " table (e.g. “13” = 1st row; 3rd letter).!
" However (as the hint on the web page indicated),!
" " Charles_Stephen_Jonathan.html doesn’t!
" " link to anywhere.  So you need to use the!
" " last names of the people referenced, not!
" " their first names.!

" The first tree on the front of page 3 is the earliest!
" " known sketch of the “Tree of Life” in a!
" " notebook of Charles Darwin.!
" The second tree on the front of page 3 is the art!
" " from the musical “A Little Night Music”!
" " by Stephen Sondheim.!
" The third tree on the front of page 3 is one of the!
" " puzzles found on the island in the game!
" " “The Witness” by Jonathan Blow.!

!
http://happinessboard.com/141143522434_4435341423152433_12323552.html 

" On the back side of page 1, there is a graphic with!
" " white and black rectangles and slashes.!
" When viewed from the left, all the black rectangles!
" " correspond with numbers that are prime!
" " (2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, . . .), and all the white!
" " rectangles correspond with numbers that!
" " are composite.!
" Furthermore, the forward slashes all occur across!
" " rectangles that are part of the Fibonacci!
" " sequence (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, . . .), whereas!
" " the rectangles that do not correspond with!
" " numbers in the Fibonacci sequence have!
" " backward slashes through them.!
" The puzzle on the front of page 4 actually has no!
" " numbers that are prime at all (so none of the!
" " rectangles need to be colored in), but there!
" " is an even mix of numbers that are and are!
" " not in the Fibonacci sequence.!
" Filling in the slashes correctly reveals the number!
" " “803” and a factorization tree.!

" (The prime factorization of 803 is 11 x 73.)!

A B C D E
F G H I J
K L M N O
P Q R S T
V W X Y Z

1 4 8 12 21 24

30 34 55 87 144

377 396 500 610 729

949 987 2209 2584 3975 4181

6765 7956

10946 12345

17711 20009

34969 46368

75025 846817311



http://happinessboard.com/141143522434_4435341423152433_12323552.html  (continued) 

" So -- following the steps listed on the web page:!

" " Step 1)"   1173!
" " Step 2)"   AAGC!
" " Step 3)"   TTCG!
" " Step 4)"   TTCG_!
" " Step 5)"   TTCG_Adenine!
" " Step 6)"   TTCG_Adenine_!
" " Step 7)"   TTCG_Adenine_Thymine!
" " Step 8)"   TTCG_Adenine_Thymine.html!

http://happinessboard.com/TTCG_Adenine_Thymine.html 

" There are eight numbers in this puzzle that do appear in the Fibonacci sequence.!
" These numbers get forward slashes . . . which then denote breaks between words.!
"        (Note:  None of these eight numbers are prime, so none need to get colored in.)!
" The other numbers get colored in (if they’re prime) or left blank (if they’re composite).!
" This forms a message written in Morse code (view at right).!

The next URL is “1369” 
The final code is “MORSE” 

http://happinessboard.com/1369.html 

" (‘Nu# said.)!
" $
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   The puzzle/prize -- front view" " " "     The puzzle/prize -- rear view!

Inside (cushioned by tissue paper for safety in shipping)!
was a sack of 100 various kinds of U.S. dollar coins, plus!
the instructions on how to reset the puzzle’s combination.!

(Of course, the winner will need to get the cryptex open first!
before being able to reset the combination to something new...)!

" " " " " " " Thanks for playing, everyone!!

" " " " " " " Edric



Edric and Brandi are traveling with their mothers when they come to a rickety 

old rope bridge across a chasm.  The bridge is old and will support no more 

than two adults at a time.  It’s also dark and no one has flashlights.  Brandi 

does have an iPhone with her, but using the flashlight would drain the battery 

after just 17 minutes.  Now -- on his own, Edric can cross the bridge in two 

minutes.  On her own, it will take Brandi three.  Their moms need five and six 

minutes, respectively, to cross the bridge.  But if any two of them make the 

crossing together, the faster person will need to match the slower person’s pace 

through the entire crossing in order to share the iPhone’s light and cross in 

safety.  How can they all get across the bridge before the iPhone’s charge is 

exhausted?

To minimize the total crossing time, it’s best to have the two slowest people make a 

trip together.  But you can’t really send them first, because that would force one of 

those two slowest people to have to make another trip back across the bridge to 

return the iPhone/flashlight for others to use.  So instead, send the two fastest people 

across the bridge first.  (This will take three minutes.)  Then send one of them back 

with the iPhone.  (It doesn’t matter which at this point, so let’s send Brandi -- it’s her 

iPhone, after all!)  That’s another three minutes -- six in total so far.  Now let’s send 

the moms -- together, and with Brandi’s phone -- while Brandi waits patiently back on 

the original side of the bridge.  When they get across to where Edric is, it’s been a 

total of twelve minutes.  Now the moms can wait on the far side of the bridge while 

Edric takes Brandi’s phone (!), crosses back to Brandi (which takes two minutes), and 

then Brandi and Edric can take three minutes to make the final crossing together, 

reaching the far side just as Brandi’s battery dies.  (Poor Brandi with a dead phone!)

BONUS PUZZLE #1:

SOLUTION:



There was once a family of four (a mom, a dad, and their son and 

daughter).  While traveling together, they came to a wide river with no 

bridge.  The only help available to them was a local fisherman who 

agreed that he would lend them his boat so they could cross the river.  

However, the fisherman’s boat was very small.  It was clear it couldn’t 

seat more than just a single adult or two children.  How can the entire 

family cross the river and still return the boat to the helpful fisherman?

The key to this problem is to put the kids to work bringing the boat back and 

forth across the river.  Basically, the two of them -- working together -- can 

provide each adult with an opportunity to cross the river.

Here’s how it works:  Both kids get in the boat and row it across the river.  One 

kid gets out.  The other kid rows back across to the original side.  At the point, 

the kid can get out and let any one of the adults row themselves across the 

river.  (Let’s let the fisherman have the first honors, since he’ll need to be on 

the far side of the river at the end of this problem to reclaim his boat.)  When 

the adult reaches the far shore, the kid who’s still over there is now available to 

row the boat back to everyone who hasn’t yet made the crossing.  (Notice -- the 

net effect of  this is to have moved one adult to the far side of  the river!)

Mom’s turn?  Do it again.  Send both kids over; leave one kid there.  Let Mom 

row herself over; have the kid return the boat.  Do it again for Dad.  Finally, 

once all the adults have crossed, the kid crosses one more time to retrieve the 

other sibling.  And after all this shuttling, the family can thank the fisherman 

for lending his boat and continue on their way.

BONUS PUZZLE #2:

SOLUTION:



A fairly large group of people have lined up to buy tickets for a rock 

concert.  Suddenly, a promoter arrives with a free ticket which he says is 

for the first person in line who has the same birthday as someone 

standing earlier in line than him or herself.  Where is the best spot in line 

to stand?

The probability of having a pair of people in a group with the same birthday 
increases with every person you add -- from a probability of “zero” if there’s 
just a single person, to a probability of “one” if there’s 367 people or more.  So 
the question becomes, “Which person raises that probability the most (i.e. 
which person has the best chance of winning the free ticket) when they join the 
group (erm . . . ‘the line’)?”  And that answer will turn out to be Person #20.  
(You’ll see the work that proves this on the next page.)

Now, in the classic Birthday Problem, certain assumptions and simplifications 
are made (and I’ll make them, too).  One is that every birthday is equally likely 
to occur.  But that’s actually not true.  Turns out human beings don’t conceive 
children on a purely random basis.  Seasonal temperatures (which affect time 
spent indoors vs. outdoors) play a role.  Holidays and major world events can 
spike conception rates.  Teachers may try to plan for their babies to be born 
right at the start of summer vacation.  Lots of factors serve to skew the 
expected distribution of birthdays.  And then there’s also the problem of 
February 29th appearing about four times less often as every other date.

So when solving the classic Birthday Problem, February 29th is kind of just 
ignored, and all the other dates are treated as equally likely.  And this leads to 
the following formula (which we’ll use on the next page) to calculate the 
probability of  having at least two people in the group who share a birthday:

BONUS PUZZLE #3:

SOLUTION:

p(n) = 1 - 365!
365  (365 - n)!n



Total Number
of People

In The Line

Probability That 
There Is Now A 

Shared Birthday

How Much Did 
The Probability
Rise This Time?

1 0.000000 0.000000

2 0.002740 0.002740

3 0.008204 0.005464

4 0.016356 0.008152

5 0.027136 0.010780

6 0.040462 0.013327

7 0.056236 0.015773

8 0.074335 0.018100

9 0.094624 0.020289

10 0.116948 0.022324

11 0.141141 0.024193

12 0.167025 0.025883

13 0.194410 0.027385

14 0.223103 0.028692

15 0.252901 0.029799

16 0.283604 0.030703

17 0.315008 0.031404

18 0.346911 0.031904

19 0.379119 0.032207

20 0.411438 0.032320

21 0.443688 0.032250

22 0.475695 0.032007

23 0.507297 0.031602

24 0.538344 0.031047

25 0.568700 0.030355

26 0.598241 0.029541

27 0.626859 0.028618

28 0.654461 0.027602

29 0.680969 0.026507

30 0.706316 0.025348

(Here, each person has a 
better chance of winning 
the free ticket than the 
person in front of them 
in line did . . .)

Here’s the best chance 
of  all -- Person Twenty!

(Here, each person has a 
worse chance of winning 
the free ticket than the 
person in front of them 
in line did . . .)

(The blue box shows the 
solution to the classic 
Birthday Problem, which 
shows that you only need 
23 people to have a 
better than 50% chance 
of two people in the 
group sharing a birthday.)


